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December 4, 2023 

 

Dear Western Energy Office Leaders and Staff, 

We are writing in regard to a study commissioned by the Western Markets Exploratory Group 

(WMEG) that compares the benefits of two proposed day-ahead market scenarios. The study 

has been filed in multiple dockets in states across the West, and as this comes up in your state, 

we urge you to approach the conclusions in this study carefully. The study offers an incomplete 

view of the benefits that can accrue to the West under one or more day-ahead market 

scenarios. 

 

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) and the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) have 

both put forward proposals for day-ahead markets that could serve some or all of the West: 

CAISO’s Extended Day-Ahead Market (EDAM) and SPP’s Markets+. The WMEG study compares 

various scenarios of WMEG utilities participating in one or the other of the day-ahead markets. 

The study also assumes that no utility currently part of CAISO will join Markets+, meaning that 

Markets+ is automatically limited in size and will not contain the biggest load center in the 

West. The study concludes that Markets+ is a better deal for some of the utilities, but it misses 

a few critical elements in the analysis. 

 

As you review the study, here are four things to keep in mind: 

https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/new-participants-western-markets-exploratory-group-include-public-power-utilities
https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/new-participants-western-markets-exploratory-group-include-public-power-utilities
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• WMEG is made up of utilities. As a result, the study naturally focuses on what’s 

best for those utilities and presents the results in that light. The study does not take 

into consideration many other potential benefits of a day-ahead market, such as 

shoring up energy reliability, getting more clean energy onto the grid, and addressing 

energy affordability, especially as inflation and higher fuel prices drive up electricity 

bills. The utilities curiously only presented the study’s modeling results for one year, 

2026, even though the study extends to 2035. And, as might be expected, the study 

makes some major assumptions favorable to the WMEG members—notably that energy 

utilities in different markets will still be able to trade easily, despite the experience 

across the country that market “seams” are a major barrier to trade and drive up costs 

for consumers.  

 

• The study only considers utilities’ operational savings, thus missing out on a 

category of benefits that are far greater: the capacity savings that accrue over time 

from coordinating reliability reserves and optimizing resource and transmission 

development across a wide footprint. This is critical context: the study examines only 

what utilities will save as part of their day-to-day operations and ignores the savings 

that the utilities—and as a result their ratepayers—will see as a result of being able to 

access more energy resources across a larger grid footprint. This is a massive oversight. 

Most of the savings associated with regional markets come from the ability to draw on a 

diverse portfolio of cheaper, cleaner, and more reliable resources across a broad 

geographic region, not from nominally lower grid operating costs.  

 

• The impact the study did find is small compared to the benefits it omitted, and tiny 

compared to the overall electricity system. The study admits the benefits it omitted are 

2-10 times greater than the impact it studied, and among the smaller set of impacts it 

studied, the effect was 0.6-2.3%. In fact, the consultants who conducted the study 

themselves said: “Because dispatch-related benefits are relatively modest, it is more 

likely that other benefit types are key determinants in whether one or the other market 

options available to WMEG members is more beneficial overall.” 

 

• Research shows that regional collaboration across the broadest footprint in the 

West would create better grid reliability, lower electricity bills, and bring hundreds 

of thousands of jobs. In July 2022, Advanced Energy United published a study by 

Energy Strategies and Peterson & Associates, building on the 2021 State-Led Market 

Options Study, that shows joining a regional market inclusive of all states in the West 

could generate huge benefits across the region, such as more than 600,000 new jobs 

and $2 billion in savings every year. The State-Led Market Options Study also showed 

that a smaller market footprint, or two markets, will result in reduced benefits. 

https://www.potomaceconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Seams-Study_MISO-IMM_M2M-Evaluation_Final.pdf
https://blog.advancedenergyunited.org/reports/western-rto-economic-impact-study-region-wide-analysis
https://www.energystrat.com/new-insights-experience
https://www.energystrat.com/new-insights-experience
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This last point is critical: the biggest dividends will come when states collaborate across the 

broadest possible geographic footprint. While a handful of utilities will save a little money on 

operational costs under the Markets+ scenario, cutting some states out of the mix is overall a 

losing proposition for the West—and it will hurt no one more than ratepayers.  

 

We encourage you, as state leaders, to put your ratepayers and your state policy goals first in 

considering the choice to join a day-ahead market.  

 

If you have questions or would like to learn more, we’d be happy to speak further. Please reach 

out to me at lrubinshen@advancedenergyunited.org. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

 

Leah Rubin Shen, Managing Director 

Advanced Energy United 
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